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There has been a persistent effort to understand and control the
incorporation of metal impurities in semiconductors at nanoscale,
as it is important for semiconductor processing from growth,
doping to making contact. Previously, the injection of metal atoms
into nanoscaled semiconductor, with concentrations orders of
magnitude higher than the equilibrium solid solubility, has been
reported, which is often deemed to be detrimental. Here our
theoretical exploration reveals that this colossal injection is because gold or aluminum atoms tend to substitute Si atoms and
thus are not mobile in the lattice of Si. In contrast, the interstitial
atoms in the Si lattice such as manganese (Mn) are expected to
quickly diffuse out conveniently. Experimentally, we confirm the
self-inhibition effect of Mn incorporation in nanoscaled silicon, as
no metal atoms can be found in the body of silicon (below 1017
atoms per cm−3) by careful three-dimensional atomic mappings
using highly focused ultraviolet-laser-assisted atom-probe tomography. As a result of self-inhibition effect of metal incorporation,
the corresponding field-effect devices demonstrate superior transport properties. This finding of self-inhibition effect provides a
missing piece for understanding the metal incorporation in semiconductor at nanoscale, which is critical not only for growing
nanoscale building blocks, but also for designing and processing
metal–semiconductor structures and fine-tuning their properties
at nanoscale.
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In this article, we reveal that the incorporation of metal atoms
into semiconductor at nanoscale has strong dependence on
metal types, where a Au or Al atom tends to substitute a Si atom
and then tightly bond in the Si lattice, while a Mn or Mg atom
behaves as an interstitial in the Si lattice and can easily diffuse
out of the Si NW. Experimentally, we report that there is no
injection of manganese (Mn) atoms into silicon NWs observed.
After careful structural and elemental study of transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), energy-dispersive X-ray analysis
(EDX) and highly focused ultraviolet (UV)-laser-assisted atomprobe tomography (APT), no Mn signal was detected in the
whole body of Si NWs. It is noted that rather than offering a
competing methodology that replaces Au catalyst with Mn, here
in this work we provide a fundamental understanding regarding
the mechanism of metal incorporation into semiconductor at
nanoscale. We first reveal the incorporation of metal atoms into
semiconductor at nanoscale has strong dependence on metal
types and the differences between self-inhibition effect of interstitial elements and substitution elements. Therefore, this
finding, particularly the self-inhibition effect of interstitial elements, provides important guidelines for designing, growing, and
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Understanding and controlling the incorporation of metal into
nanoscaled semiconductor is foundational for semiconductor
processing. Through theoretical calculation and experimental
results, we reveal that the interstitial atoms in the Si lattice
such as Mn can quickly diffuse out of Si nanowires conveniently, thus can achieve high purity of Si nanowires. This
finding of self-inhibition effect not only provides understanding of impurity incorporation at nanoscale, but also provides an
extra knob for rational catalyst designs of nanoscale building
blocks, and fine-tuning their electrical, optical, and thermal
properties for various applications.
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T

he controlled incorporation of metal impurities in semiconductor at nanoscale is critical for various applications such as
transistors, sensors, solar cells, catalysis, and batteries (1–15).
However, the atomic behaviors of the metal incorporating processes have not been completely understood. Nanoscaled semiconductors, for example semiconductor nanowires, can be taken
as a model example, in which the colossal injection of metal
atoms has been widely reported (16–35). It was generally believed that the amount of metallic atom in semiconductor should
be limited by the equilibrium solubility (36). However, it was
found that gold (Au) was incorporated into the Si nanowires (Si
NWs) with a concentration ranging from 1017 to 1020 atoms
per cm−3 (37–39). Later, aluminum (Al) has also been detected
in Si NWs with an extraordinarily high concentration (2 × 1020 −
2 × 1021 atoms per cm−3), about four orders of magnitude higher
than that of their equilibrium solubility (40). Therefore, how to
understand and control the injection of metal atoms into semiconductor at nanoscale remains an open and critical challenge,
especially as some incorporated metals (such as Au) serve as the
deep-level impurity, detrimental to semiconductors (41, 42).
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processing metal–semiconductor structures and fine-tuning their
properties at nanoscale.
In order to understand the underlying mechanism that governs
the concentration of impurities in semiconductor NWs, we firstly
explored the formation of six impurity atoms (Al, Au, Mn, Mg,
B, and P) in a Si lattice (SI Appendix, sections A and B). It is
found that for atoms such as Au, Al, B, and P, it is more energetically favorable for them to replace Si atoms in the lattice
(Fig. 1A), while the formation of metal interstitials inside Si
lattice is more favorable for Mn and Mg (Fig. 1B). The replaced
Au or Al atom in the Si lattice is tightly embedded in the tetrahedral lattice and the formation energies of them are 1.11 and
1.02 eV, respectively (Fig. 1D). In contrast, the interstitial Mn or
Mg atoms in the Si lattice are energetically less stable, with the
formation energies up to 1.53 and 2.13 eV, respectively. The
diffusion of the embedded Au or Al atom must go through a
position-exchange mechanism and therefore the barriers are
quite high, 2.70 and 3.40 eV, for Au and Al, respectively. As
expected, the impurities like B and P are contained in the catalyst; they present even higher diffusion barriers (3.90 and 3.98
eV), which is why they serve as the common dopants (26). In
sharp contrast, the diffusion barriers of the interstitial Mn and
Mg in the Si lattice is as low as 0.67 and 1.01 eV (Fig. 1D), which
means the fast diffusion of the Mn and Mg interstitials in Si
lattice is expected at an elevated temperature.

The above results clearly demonstrate that, in comparison with
the mostly used Au and Al catalyst, the Mn or Mg atom in Si
lattice is highly unstable and they can easily diffuse out of the Si
NW once they are embedded into the NW by chance during
growth. To further understand the kinetics of their atomic incorporation into the Si NW during growth, we developed an
impurity flow model (Fig. 1C and SI Appendix, section C) which
predicted that, the concentration of the Mn in Si NW could be
reduced to the level of 10−7 to 10−10 in a reasonable temperature
range of Si NW growth (500–900 °C), which are 3–8 orders of
magnitude lower than that of Au or Al in Si NW. We would like
to note that the very low diffusion barrier of Mn and Mg also
allows the radial diffusion of the incorporated metal atoms in the
Si NW, which means the concentration of the Mg and Mn impurities in the Si NW can be further reduced either by thermal
annealing during growth or postgrowth thermal treatment.
Compared with Si, both B and P atoms are energetically more
stable when incorporated into Si NW (Fig. 1 E, Inset), which
means almost all B/P atoms will be found in Si NW after growth.
Therefore, the concentration of B/P in the catalyst largely determines the final concentration of B/P in Si NW (26, 33).
To examine the above theoretical prediction, we experimentally prepared Mn-catalyzed Si NWs through a vapor transport
process using the mixture of Si and Mn powders as sources(325
mesh, >99.99% purity, 20:1, wt./wt., 1,160 °C), commonly used

Fig. 1. Theoretical model of metal incorporation into the Si NW. Two typical structures of a metallic atom in Si lattice: (A) Substitution mode; (B) interstitial
mode. Blue balls represent Si atoms while yellow and purple balls represent metallic atoms. (C) The atomic flow model near the metal–Si NW interface. The
red ball represents the impurity. (D) Formation energies of substitution mode (orange line with square) and interstitial mode (green line with circle) of six
different metal atoms in Si lattice, and the corresponding diffusion barriers in their preferred mode (red line with triangle). (E) Final concentration of Al, Au,
Mn, and Mg atoms in the Si NW at the growth rate of 10 nm/s with respect to the temperature as predicted by our impurity flow model. Black and orange
stars represent Al and Au concentration obtained in previous experiments. (Inset) Energy drops when Si, B, and P atoms are incorporated into Si NW from
Au catalyst.
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confirmed by EDX line scan (Fig. 2G), where Mn and Si coexist
in the metallic particle and no Mn can be detected in the wire.
As highly focused UV-laser-assisted APT has been demonstrated as a powerful tool to quantify the composition in the NW
with atomic-scale spatial resolution (theoretical sensitivity ∼1
atomic part per million) (26, 37, 40, 52, 53), we used it for a
rigorous examination of Si and Mn concentrations in the
obtained NWs. Fig. 2H displays a three-dimensional (3D)
atom-by-atom map of the as-grown Si NW where Si and O atoms
are represented by blue and red dots, respectively. Different
from most if not all the previous study, APT analysis also did not
find any signal of metal, in this case Mn, in the body of Si NWs,
which indicates that there is no observed injection of Mn into
Si NWs.
Fig. 3 presents more detailed results of the Si NW during APT
analysis. The mass spectrum recorded during APT analysis
(Fig. 3A) further illustrates that the Mn atom cannot be examined out in the Si NW. In other words, according to the background signal, the concentration of Mn in the NW is below (1 ±
0.5) × 1017 atoms per cm−3 (∼3 × 10−4%). Fig. 3B displays two
projections of a 300-nm-long segment of Si NW delineated by an
isoconcentration surface drawn at the 98 at. % Si level. Radial
(X) and axial (Z) concentration profiles of the Si NW are presented in Fig. 3 C and E. Toward the radial direction, the O
concentration gradually decreases from the surface of NW to
isoconcentration surface while the Mn concentration remains

Fig. 2. Structural characterizations and elemental mapping of Mn-catalyzed Si NWs. (A) TEM image of the obtained NW. (Scale bar, 100 nm.) (B) HRTEM of
the metallic particle (Left) (scale bar, 1 nm) and SAED pattern (Right). (C) HRTEM of the NW (Left) (scale bar, 1 nm) and SAED pattern (Right). (D) (Top Left)
High-angle annular dark-field STEM image. (Scale bar, 100 nm.) Corresponding EDX elemental mapping images of the obtained NW. (E) EDX spectra of the tip
(Inset, red dashed line part; scale bar, 50 nm). (F) EDX spectra of the wire (Inset, red dashed line part). (G) EDX line scan along the NW. (H) Three-dimensional
APT atom-by-atom map of one portion of an NW. (Scale bar, 20 nm.) For clarity, only limited atoms are shown (3 × 104 atoms) and the reconstruction volume
is 52 3 52 × 156 nm3.
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for various semiconductor NW growth (9, 35, 43–51) (see more
details about growth conditions in Materials and Methods and SI
Appendix, section E). As expected, silicon NWs with diameters
around 40–100 nm and several micrometers long can be
obtained, with metallic nanoparticles on the tip of NWs (Fig. 2),
as a typical feature of NW growth.
The crystal quality and composition of produced Mn-catalyzed
Si NWs are carefully examined by an aberration-corrected TEM.
Fig. 2A shows a typical nanowire with a metallic particle (dark
black) on the tip. A high-resolution TEM micrograph of the
metallic particle (Fig. 2B) presents atomic planes separated by
0.34 nm, and the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) in
the right reveals a typical square pattern, both corresponding to
(110) planes of Mn5Si3. The EDX spectra taken from the metallic nanoparticle (Fig. 2E, Inset, red arrow and SI Appendix,
Fig. S7) also confirm the existence of both Si and Mn. The highresolution TEM image and SAED of the wire part away from the
tip (Fig. 2C and SI Appendix, Fig. S8) indicate the successful
growth of crystalline Si NWs along (110) direction with the (111)
atomic planes (separation, 0.31 nm). No significant Mn signal
was found in the EDX spectra of the Si NW (Fig. 2F), suggesting
that the Mn concentration is less than the EDX detection limit
(∼1 at. %). Scanning TEM (STEM) and corresponding EDX
elemental mapping images (Fig. 2D) reveal that Mn can only be
detected in the metallic nanoparticle. This result was also

Fig. 3. APT data for Mn-catalyzed Si NWs. (A) A representative mass spectrum of the body part of Si NW recorded during UV-LEAP analysis. (B) Si 98 at. %
isoconcentration surface of one portion of a NW: (Left) top view; (Right), side view. (C and E) Radial (C) and axial (E) concentration profiles of Si, O, and Mn in
some parts of the NW. (D and F) Radial (D) and axial (F) concentration of Mn taken from parts of the measured NW. The green-shaded areas refer to the
detection limit of APT. Error bars in D and F represent ±1 SD.
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undetectable (<3 × 10−4%) (Fig. 3C). For clarity, Fig. 3D presents the concentration of Mn separately in which the most
atomic ratio values from APT were zero, suggesting the actual
Mn concentration in the NW is below the detection limit of APT
[green-shaded region in the Fig. 3D, (2.75 ± 2.25) × 1017 atoms
per cm−3]. This is also consistent with the axial profiles of the Si
NW (Fig. 3E), where along 300-nm-long NW, no Mn signal can be
detected. It is observed that most concentration values of Mn locate
in the detection limit region of APT, as shown in Fig. 3F, illustrating
that there is no Mn detected. Compared to the reported results
before (SI Appendix, Table S5), this distinct discovery illustrates that

incorporation mechanism of Mn into Si NWs during growth is
drastically different for those previously reported.
To probe the electrical transport properties of as-grown Mncatalyzed Si NWs, field-effect transistors (FETs) were configured
through depositing Si NWs on Si wafer with a top layer of
285-nm-thick silicon oxide (SI Appendix, Fig. S9). Fig. 4A shows
the linear behavior in the source–drain current (Ids) as a function
of bias (Vds) of a typical Mn-catalyzed Si NW device, suggesting
good ohmic contacts. The dependence of Ids on Vds curves shows
that the conductance increases as Vg increases, a characteristic of
n-channel FET for Mn-catalyzed Si NW. The mobility of carriers

Fig. 4. Room-temperature mobility of Mn-catalyzed Si NWs FETs. (A) Ids vs. Vds measured on the Mn-catalyzed Si NW. (Inset) Schematic of the device structure
and optical microscopy image of the device. (B) Typical Ids vs. Vg curves of Mn-catalyzed Si NW. (Inset) SEM image of the FET device.
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To grow Mn-catalyzed Si NWs, the mixture of Si and Mn powders (325
mesh, >99.99% purity, 20:1, wt./wt.) was in the middle of a furnace tube
where the temperature was 1,160 °C. The temperature of the substrate was
about 700 °C. As carrier gas, 10% hydrogen in argon was used to protect the
reaction from oxygen and its rate remained constant (60 sccm). The partial
pressure was held at ∼1,000 Pa during growth.
The morphology of Si NWs was characterized using a scanning electron
microscope (SEM; Hitachi S-4800), TEM (JEM-2010, 200 kV), and a JEOL JEMF200 equipped with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and SAED. We use
an UV-laser-assisted LEAP (local electrode atom probe) tomography
(LEAP4000XSi, Cameca). The 3D reconstructions and statistical analysis of
concentration frequency were performed using Cameca’s IVAS program. For
the preparation of NW APT specimens, we used the focused ion beam-based
damage-free methodology to attach individual NWs to the top of a tungsten
(W) support tip (SI Appendix, section F).
Back-gated FETs were fabricated on Si substrate with 285-nm oxide layer.
Electron-beam lithography was used to write metal contact on individual Si
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NW for two-terminal FETs. The native oxide layer of Si nanowires was removed by HF dip (2 wt. %). As contact metal, 20 nm Pd and 60 nm Au was
deposited by electron beam evaporation. A home-built system with <1-pA
noise was used to measure electrical property. We used the transconductance value to estimate the mobility of carriers (54) according to the
equation below:
dI=dVg = m(C=L2 )Vds ,
where μ is the carrier mobility, C is the capacitance, and L is the length of the
Si NW (∼8 μm). The Si NW capacitance is given by C = 2πeeoL/ln(2 h/r), where e
is the dielectric constant of SiO2 (∼4.5), h is the thickness of the silicon oxide
layer (285 nm), and r is the Si NW radius (∼40 nm).
First-principles calculations were performed by using the densityfunctional theory method implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation
Package (55, 56). The exchange-correlation potential was approximated by
the generalized gradient approximation using the Perdew–Burke–
Ernzerhof-type functional (57). The projector-augmented-wave (58) method,
as well as a fixed plane-wave energy cutoff of 400 eV, was used in all calculations. For supercells with different shapes or sizes, the spacing of
Monkhorst–Pack k-point sampling around 0.03 Å−1 along each reciprocal
lattice vector in the Brillouin zone was adopted. The climbing-image nudged
elastic band method (59) was used for calculating the diffusion barriers. The
convergence of energy and force were set as 10−4 eV and 10−2 eV·Å−1,
respectively.
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can be extracted from the transconductance based on dependence of Ids on Vg (Materials and Methods). It is calculated that
the Mn-catalyzed Si NWs yield mobility of ∼30 cm2/V s, a high
value without any extra treatment or surface passivation
(Fig. 4B). We made similar measurements on over 20 devices of
Mn-catalyzed Si NWs to avoid systematic error. The statistical
results (SI Appendix, Fig. S10) clearly show that the averaged
mobility of Mn-catalyzed Si NWs reaches 58 cm2/V s. Therefore,
high quality of Mn-catalyzed Si NW is confirmed.
In summary, it is found that the injections of metal into
nanoscaled semiconductors have strong dependence on metal
types. Different from colossal injection behaviors of substitutionaltype metals such as Au or Al that were previously reported, interstitial-type metals such as Mn or Mg have the self-inhibited
incorporation. This effect of self-inhibition of metal incorporation is supported by both theoretical model and 3D atomic probe.
Therefore, this finding provides the missing piece toward understanding metal incorporation behaviors into semiconductor at
nanoscale, and opens up opportunities for designing and processing
nanoscaled metal–semiconductor structures and devices.
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